Introducing a Speaker
Introducing a speaker is one of the shortest speeches you’ll give in Toastmasters, but still an important responsibility.
Purpose of Introductions
The purpose of an introduction is to introduce the speaker to the audience, and the audience to the speaker, so you establish a common bond between them. 
It’s a mini-speech – usually about a minute long – but it contains all the elements of a full speech – an opening, a body and a conclusion.
The OPENING is when you address the audience – they are the listeners so you need to grab their attention.
Wait until the audience is quiet and expectant before you begin to speak.  Allow any clapping to die down. An introduction no one hears is very hard on the speaker – and could jeopardise the opening of his/her speech.
The BODY of your introduction should tell the audience who the speaker is and prepare them by giving some background on the speaker’s experience, qualifications or special interest in the topic.
Learning something about the speaker helps the audience warm towards him/her – in turn the speaker senses the empathy and begins the speech with more confidence.
Weave the speaker’s name into the introduction so the audience will clearly relate the speaker to the topic.
Make sure you give accurate information to the audience – the only way to do this is to contact the speaker beforehand, by phone, fax or email.  It can be embarrassing for a speaker to have to correct inaccurate facts before starting a speech.
Finally the CONCLUSION is where you welcome the speaker, lead the applause and take your seat. 
Introducing a speaker – some dos and don’ts
	DO be brief – but adequate - remember you are introducing them, not giving the speech! 

DO be accurate – make sure you have your facts about the speaker correct – the most important one being the pronunciation of their name! 
DO be sincere – you must show the speaker and the audience that you are looking forward to the talk. 
DO be aware of the occasion and the audience – eg if you want to add humour, make sure it’s appropriate. 
DO show by your manner that you are looking forward to the speech. 
DON’T go overboard in your praise. 
DON’T give the speaker’s life story. 
DON’T give the speech yourself, or steel the speakers thunder.


Introducing a speaker – five basic guidelines
Address the audience – grab their attention 
Refer to the speaker – tell the audience who the speaker is and prepare them by giving some background on the speaker’s experience, qualifications or special interest in the topic 
Refer to the topic – this is of great interest to the audience.  It’s what they’ve come for – explain how the topic is relevant to them and how they stand to gain from listening 
Make the audience clear on what’s to follow – for example any housekeeping items such as time for questions, handouts, note-taking 
Welcome the speaker and lead the applause – do this by indicating for the speaker to approach, step back and lead the applause, welcome the speaker (possibly with a handshake or some other form of acknowledgement), wait for acknowledgement from the speaker, then leave the speaking area and sit down

